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ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION: 

 

(:10).  

 

 

.. If it is like this for another 2 or 3 months, then we shall se a massive establishment of 

the new order.  (:18). We see the establishment of one nation government will be forced 

by those who control the food line, to become the controllers, and have already pushed a 

man, as a sacrificing goat, that if he goes wrong, into the front. In so many ways, we see 

a "New World Order," to be seen as an opportunity for setting up. In so many ways, we 

have no solution. In so many ways, then they will decide which country will sacrifice 

how many people, to be given their lives, to reduce the numbers. This is part of the 

bigger plan. If those who talk about reduction in population will come. We give you 1 

ton, and you decide who lives, and you reduce your population by so many. Very much 

like when IMF moves in, now it's different, now it's a food monitoring organization, 

which means these organizations will decide who gets food and the rest die of hunger. 

They decide, that the American states will carry the majority of the population and the 

elite, and those in Africa will become minimal, just enough to grind the mines, and the 

things the West needs,  (:20). and the slavery costs.  

 

 

 

.. essential foods for 6 months food are held in reserve by law. Every 29 states,  (:28). or 

the whole of EU states have to have 6 months supplies in reserve of the 20 most 

essential food products, and has been kept to that by the governments. We know how it 

is kept so perfectly and precisely under regulation. Europe will last 6 months with food, 

with rations. China will last through, maybe another 3 months, as we go through April, 

May and June, the harvest will not be enough, then they have to ration .. India will 

suffer heavily until May. The same will be right across the Arab states and Africans will 

be the only nations, those who live inside will survive, because they lived off the land 

and the trees. The UN will literally bring themselves to the point of destruction by 

killing themselves and destroying everything they had. Don't forget, the wall could not 

be built, and there are many Mexicans and hungry ones across the border. In so many 

ways, the border officers will run away from those who come to them, because they 

might infect them.  (:30). In so many ways, even if we go to the point of population 

reduction, they need to decide whom, an ..  Unfortunately, their leadership have been 

touched, they thought they would be protected. We have seen that Prince Charles of the 

UK, next to the Throne has been cleared to be infected. We see Prime Ministers, 

Canada, Spain, across Asia, and many ministers and officials are all infected. Those 

who do not agree with the new government will be infected. Now you can see the 

pattern. It is what I call, "Mussolini Law." Mussolini agreed that, if Hitler would not 

bomb and destroy, he would hand over the nation. This is the technique to do the same.  

(:32). In a way the central government position has been structured that they decide who 

lives and who goes, and you have to deliver. This is not hypothetical, this is a fact 

which we all have to face. Italy is locked down. Officially, one thousand eight hundred 

died in the last day, unofficially, there are no room in the mortuary and they  are moving 

bodies from city to city. As we have seen truck loads of bodies moving on the streets, 



the same in other parts of the world. The extent of death and infected are unknown. The 

tape we played is the celebration of the freedom of the man. Within the next days KF 

will release in conjunction with those who work with us, a total package for saving 

humanity, from testing, to prevention, reversal and cleaning up the environment on the 

level as we gave to the Chinese Army, but in the next step,  (:34). that can meet the next 

stages of the problem. We will not wash the reality of the process under the carpet. As 

you have seen, the flags of the nations on the Cups, they are from every corner of this 

planet. We are the only organization that has established itself over the past 15 years to 

?? in the society and those who believe in the ethos of the KF. I wonder how many of 

you could ever imagine … that you would be given the chance to live by your soul.  

 

will be set in the future.  

.. in the space I give you a gift of  .. 

 

 (:36). … We will hold the Tehran conference next month, if as we planned, things go 

according to plan. The Iranian KF team is working relentlessly, and are teaching people 

to help themselves. and the drop in mortality in Iran ,   

is by  

.. the death toll in Iran would have been much higher .. 

 

 

.. is evidence that clinical trial by the masses,  (:38). has been carried out. In so many 

ways there is no solution, except the path which has been taken by the Iranian KF. For 

you as KF people we setup more then, what we call, KF national level, for you to go in 

and bring your people in and teach them what to do. The biggest problem will be that 

how far, and to what extent, you as KF Knowledge Seekers (KS) are there to help 

another man, and not just make 10 Cups, I am ready to go. You make 10 Cups, I have 

given, and they are ready to go. That's what it has to be, now I am ready, I have all the 

Gans's. It's too late if they catch (the virus), but you have those Gans's in your homes, 

those Cups in your homes are useless. You need to put a team and people together. The 

Iranian KF people produced thousands of Cups per day, and by call they deliver. We do 

not go for clinical trials. We go for critical trials, where we change things that can 

critically change the situation in the nation. The pattern of the work, which is carried by 

the Iranian KF needs to be followed, and in that process we need all to work in that 

direction.  (:40). In a simple way, you start governing. In so many ways, the fact for the 

freedom of the man stands on the shoulders of the KF KS, we submit ourselves to the 

dictatorship of how many of us will be eliminated, or we stand tall that we are not there 

to be and we have what we need.  

 

 

 

 

(Start "Cup of Man" extract here , proof the transcription )  

 START HERE>>>    

 

To this effect I take the teaching to a new level in a very simple way, and the 

Knowledge Seekers (KS) who understand will take it to its ultimate goal in due days. 

You have to understand that the biggest problem with this planet has been the lack, that 

it has depended man on eating others to gain energy. In fact, the STM was not brought 

up to the level, to be independent on his own, that he doesn't need the leech of the 



physicality. To that effect, some weeks ago I released a base for all souls to be leveled, 

out that it doesn't need the extension, to be dependent on the food on this planet. What I 

explained in a very simple way is such, go back to all my teachings, "you are the last 

man standing," and this (situation now) is the last man standing. It cannot be anymore 

truer then this. It's you. If you get the Corona,  (:42). (and then you go) in a hospital, 

maybe they can take you through the first one (first Coronavirus infection), but soon 

you have to go home, and what you do at home, is "the last man standing." But there is 

one other point with all those who are, "last man standing," our spaceship is floating and 

no one knows, which man will stand. The spaceship of Earth, at speeds beyond your 

imagination is traveling across this galaxy, and solar system, with rotation around itself, 

but no one know in which house, in which room, which soul is allowing its physicality 

to suffer, due to not understanding, in the coming days, a lack of energy as food.  

 

There was a need to bring those who understand the knowledge, to a level of 

understanding, of leveling of the souls. That means, you do not need to kill, and this 

will put, what I call, the KS a step ahead, of the planned mass murder of people, by 

those who planned to create, controlled reduction in population. In one move, not only 

have we changed the whole structure of leadership, the government, the financial 

position, and food dependency, while we bring a new dimension to man. As usual, I 

walked you through it, and as Corona pushed, we talked you through it. Now I will 

explain,  (:44). to you in a very simple way. Do you want to eat another flesh, or do you 

want to feed the soul of the man (STM) that it feeds the physicality, and according to 

that it will adjust itself to every virus, as the soul of the Man's virus is very rare, and the 

soul of the physicality (STP) needs to be supported. Fortunately, many of you 

discussed, bought, sold, cajoled with everything.  

 

(Cup of Man teaching:  ) 

 

I taught you 2 simple things, but you missed as usual, what I gave you (draws 2 Cups). I 

taught you how to put a Nano (N) coated wire (coil in each Cup).  This is Cup 2 (on the 

left), and Cup 1 (right). In Cup 1, I told you to put a Zn plate (on left side), and Cu plate 

(outer side).  (:46). In Cup 2, I taught you to put 2 Cu plates. You were told to connect 

in a specific way, your connections, and you were told in a specific way to make 

connections. Now this, as I taught you, is the STM (Cup #1), and this is the STP of the 

man (Cup #2). Then for those who understood the knowledge, the 2 souls have to work 

within the dimension of the physicality, then once you filled up with the water of the 

life, which is 90% of the body of the man, with the salt, which you added, to keep the 

salinity, with the level of the salinity of the man, not at 15%, but at an appropriate level, 

that you understand how much to be. The connection is simple, you connect the souls 

(N coils together), and you connect the physicality's (the matter state Zn and Cu).  (:48). 

And then with one strike, you connect the two together (jumper wire N to metals). This 

is the body of the man.  

 

In so many ways, we gave you the freedom, that the STM will interact with the STP of 

the man. And the STM stays within the embodiment of the operation (draws a ring 

around the Zn plate), that in total, in connection with the two (draws a line connecting it 

to Cup 2 and a circle around both Cups), will protect the man from all to come. This is 

the reason why we showed you the twin (Double) Cups, now you understand the reason. 

We showed you the Cup of physicality, to protect you from the viruses that touches the 



physical part of the muscles tissues of the man, and in the original one we gave you the 

Cup of the STM. Now you understand exactly where you sit.  

 

If mankind becomes kind to himself, that he can understand this, you don't need to be 

fed. Would it be the opportunity for the man to reside amongst the two (Cups)?  (:50). 

That in the process, his soul elevation will become the salvation for his physicality. 

Then you'll understand, no one can ever dictate. Depending on the ratio of drinking, and 

consumption, in the right order, between Cup 1 and Cup 2, you can feed the soul, that it 

can feed the physicality, while the physicality feeds itself, controls. If you understand 

this process, it means there are no free Calcium's, within the structure feeding, that the 

virus can ever attach itself to the weakest point in the structure of the physicality of the 

man. You need to feed the 2 souls, that (in) a balanced operation, they can look after 

physicality without killing, without consumption, and this is how you'll survive in the 

space.  (:52).  

 

The way you will establish this is very simple. You can put as much as you like, (Cup) 

twos, on the toes, and you can put as much as you like, (Cup) ones, on the head. If you 

understand, the Zn is higher than the Cu, and in trying to reach, it creates a field, the 

nervous system, and the physicality of the man will be fed from the fields of the 

universe. Man's soul will elevate this way, that the animosity of the war and killing will 

go out of the human's ??   of thought and behavior. It is your responsibility, then, to do 

the same, then in the dimension of the "creatures of God," be it vertical or horizontal.  It 

is the responsibility of this,  (:54). what we call, Universal Council (UC) members, and 

Earth Council (EC) members, and especially the head of the KF, according to her new 

status, as she knows, to make sure this planet stays within the structure of safe operation 

and life, that no one needs to kill. The balance of the numbers (population) will come 

out of the natural need of the environment, and not by killing, by the decision of some 

maniacs. Accommodation of the souls, for the confirmation of the existence.  

 

The technological development in the movement of the knowledge of the man will go 

into fast speed of operation in the coming weeks. In so many ways, if as KS, you chose 

to be here, and your numbers are according to the international traffics, around about 

200 to 250 million, and as there are only 7 billion of you, it is very easy, even if 100 

million of you teach, then you each need to teach 70 people, within the next 7 days, or 

17 days, or 27 days, you choose, that no one shall kill.  (:56).  

 

This is the "Cup of Man," and this Cup, and this structure, as a whole is, and will 

become expanded, by the knowledge of the KS and humanity, to the level that man will 

feed itself across the universe. You will not carry Cups of Life. You will systems, which 

have been fully tested in China, that it will create the condition of the fields that will 

feed the STM. As I said, we will not take food into space, because in reality we only 

need to supply energy directly into the STM, and in the soul of the smallest part of the 

man, his smallest toe. The law that you have to follow in the space, as you become part 

of the Universal Community (UC), is to feed the center, and in feeding the center with 

energy, you dictate the extremities (draws a larger black dot and smaller red dot with 

circle around them).  (:58). Then the whole system will dictate its shape. If you look, 

this is the shape of the operation of an atom. So you don't do anything, any different. 

Now you understand why we go into the structure of the matter, and the creation of the 

universe. The structure of the matter is the structure of the soul of the man (STM), and 

the structure of the universe, is the dimension of its physicality, how it benefits the soul. 



Now you'll see a new dimension into the 3 books you have read. This (larger black dot) 

is the book #1 and this (smaller red dot) book #2 and 3. Where here (line between black 

and red dot) we are sitting in book #2. Or if you understand it the other way, this is book 

#1 (smaller red dot), and this is book #3 (larger black dot), and this is book #2 (line 

between). Those who go this way (first description), understand the world of 

physicality. Those who go this way (second description), understand the process of the 

work of the STM. I told you, I would change the course of humanity today. And for 

those who understood, I have elevated your soul and I have fed your physicality.  

(1:00). "Thy shall not kill." The knowledge is simple, the field you create in this 

environment (inside the body), every cell, says what it needs, and the universe shall 

supply, because this is one end, and the other end shall be found in the universe. The 

same as these two Cups. We have to increase the salinity in the waters, as you were 

independent. Now you have to understand, ?? the best production of the fields, and not 

the material, because what you'll be interested, in reality is this (draws a spiral between 

Cup 1 and 2), and not what you gather as waters in each, and of the Gans's. You become 

the one in the middle, where the soul has the energy, and the physicality has the need. In 

the combination of the operation of the two, you go to sub-sub-atomic materials,  (1:02). 

the man has no clue about. The materials which are needed in the space dimension of 

operation, beyond the imagination of the man, today. Part of these operate within your 

soul and your physicality, but you have never been aware of. Man can only confirm, 

exist, according to what his knowledge extends to understand. If man did not know the 

Plutonium or Uranium through his education, and development, understanding of the 

atomic structure, and materials, man would have never found it in his ??. You have to 

realize that every element on every planet, has to exist, and become part of the structure 

of his natural life, be it living, or be it part of the operation of his MG field, as gravity or 

Inertia. Therefore, you'll understand that there is life on every corner of this universe, 

irrespective of visibility, feeling, touch, observation of the existence of the field flow. 

There are no spaces in the span of the Unicose that the life does not exist. It is the 

responsibility of the man to make sure he doesn’t trample of any of it. Trampling on it, 

unknowingly, is not an excuse to do so, but it means that you have to become aware. In 

a way, think before you move. Before you take another step,  (1:04). what am I stepping 

onto.  

 

In so many ways, I have shown you the path. I have brought the STM to balance, for 

what this planet could not bring to balance for millions of years. It means all of you start 

with the same platform. It means that your souls have become equal, and in no different 

then the other, in strength, and in the process of understanding the truth. With the 

establishing of the Cup #1, as you call it, I gave you the platform to become 

independent, though the work of your own, from the physical dimensions of this planet. 

In that process, with the Cup #2, I supported the soul of your physicality. In so many 

ways, I have freed man from the shackles of this planet. And what was wrong in the 

essential construction of its work, within the inner sanctums of its operation.  (1:06). 

Now the choice is yours. Do we stand and change the course of humanity in a peaceful 

manner, or do we allow these wolves to carry out their acts. But in so many ways, we 

had to come to this point, that all the structure of the past would break up, that the new 

cycle of life starts on this planet.  

 

In the coming days, every nation on this planet, every man and woman will start making 

the "Cup of Man." In that process, it will take a huge pressure off the shoulders of this 

planet. We don't need to harvest, and we don't need to die of hunger. We don't need to 



suffer from incurable diseases, and cancer will be in the history books of the man's life. 

In so many ways, as we said, the Enhancement Units (EU) become the systems for the 

universe, and in that process we'll teach you more. Don't forget one thing, I am the 

Messiah,   (1:08). not only for my soul, but this time for humanity and the human race. I 

free you from the shame and the shackles of what you brought to yourself, when you 

brought the humanity to the stage of today. All your latest technologies are grounded, 

and the most advanced technologies are worth nothing, as the nations cannot support. 

What was written in the Old Testament, was not about that time, but about what is 

happening to humanity today. That man will come to a new beginning. But you have to 

understand one point, and that is, the condition that you receive the gift of life, from the 

Cup of Man, and that is, man will never engage himself in killing another. If your soul 

doesn't commit, then you'll find out, that the Cup doesn't work, because within the 

hidden structure of it, this is the "World Peace Treaty" signed by the STM, in accepting. 

Those of you who will make the Cup and see no results, it means your soul has 

questions to ask itself. Those who make the Cups and see no results, would, or does that 

mean, that the soul has been always clear. That it does not need the matter, to confirm 

its freedom. Don't look for the Gans at the bottom, look at the energy fields within the 

soul of the system.  (1:10). This is what I have been telling you for weeks and weeks. 

You look for the matter state, and I look for the fields. We'll still go to the banks, make 

the factories, make the furniture, we still might get paid, but as we are happy, we do it 

because it gives us a new dimension of pleasure.  

 

In the next 12 months man will enter a rapid development in the space technologies to 

open the space into mankind, in a deep space travel. In the next 12 months, we'll change 

the course of humanity. As there are no more funds to run the war economy, developing 

weapons and defense. We'll employ the same scientists to develop new same space 

technologies, that bring comfort to man to enjoy the spans of universe. For those who 

decide the physical path. Don't forget the lifespan on this planet, as of today, has 

become limitless. If you understood the work of, the Cup of Man.  (1:12). Try to 

understand the knowledge of the Cup, and try not to copy the Cup, then you don't need 

the Cup to survive in the span of the universe, as I can't get you water in every corner of 

the universe.  

 

The souls who elevate to the level of understanding the true knowledge, will need no 

spaceship. That gift has been granted to one, and then to the second in the past few 

days. Those souls are sacrosanct, and stay clear of all. It's our privilege to give such a 

gift, and we have given it. For those who serve the KF, to serve humanity. In time you'll 

know the 2, as they have already been told about their position. As I said, when we 

established the Universal Council, the members of the Council should be known by the 

brightness of their souls, and not by their emails, or their titles. In the brightness, it 

means giving. In so many ways, the brighter the sun, the bigger giver, the lover.  (1:14). 

When I tell you, "I love you," it means I give you everything I have. Let's see how many 

of you will love the humanity. Then the bigger test will come when you love the 

Universal Community.  

 

Try to understand, the simple way, gradually try to replace the energies of the Cup of 

Man, in consumption of the food and killing. Gradually try to bring balance between 

yourself and your environment, it doesn’t matter wherever you live. If the members of 

the Universal Council, except 2 who have to leave, as their souls, doesn’t carry the 

conduct of, what the Council is set for, this planet will shine in a different way in the 



Universal Community. In a way, if humanity works in the direction we have set, the 

Earth will become a shining star, even bigger than the Sun itself.  (1:16). Understand a 

simple language, and that is, understand the language of the soul, not the voice, the 

vision, and the others, which the man has occupied himself in the past times. Love 

through the soul, make children's amongst (from) the STM, that they can last the span of 

the universe, as the physicality of the man is vulnerable to every changes in every 

corner, as we have seen with the Corona. Corona means the crown, and this was the 

"crown" virus man had to deal with, to find the crown of his own freedom. We did not 

bring it, we knew that those souls in the background have been waiting to do it, to create 

a condition of more war, and more animosity, and we had to drain them from every 

finances. Don't forget I am the Master, I tested it, and it worked. In the condition of 

Northern Ireland with the British Government, we drained the assets of the IRA and the 

lawless, from the fuel they carried, to everything else that they could get their hands on. 

When there was no financial strength, we got what we wanted, and we managed to 

establish a 300 year war into peace, in the Northern Ireland territory of the UK.  (1:18). 

On my passing, documents will be released showing the effectiveness, that we were 

involved in, the Northern Ireland peace.  

 

The same system has been setup to deplete the assets of the Illuminati's, which is the 

elite, richest, and politically influential families and people on this planet, without them 

knowing, in the past months. The damage done to the Rothschild's family is beyond 

their imagination. All their assets and investments in China was sold for pennies, and in 

so many ways, they thought they might control China, but they lost it. At the same time, 

the families that control the grain will find out that man doesn't need to eat, and their 

grains will rot in the doldrums of their warehouses. We learned one thing from the First 

World War, this time we shall not let it happen. Those of you who don't know, I 

explained in a very close way to the Iranian team in the last teaching. Go and search the 

books and you'll understand one thing, that during the Second World War, not much 

happened to Iran, but in the First World War, Iran lost nearly a third to half of its 

population,  (1:20). through the hand of the British Government. They wanted the oil 

rich states of the south, and they brought plagues and they burned the fields, that over 

15 million Iranians died of hunger. (That was) a hundred years ago.  

 

Their plan this time, was the same, by those who control the grain, and this is the reason 

we released the Cup, then man doesn’t need grain. This time those of you who use the 

line of food to control, now you'll bleed to death of your own physicality, in the harm 

and the pain, which you have brought to humanity. Those who died in Italy are your 

responsibility, as much as Gates. Those who died in France, China, Iran and the rest of 

the world, with this planned disease to bring control, the same as 911, has backfired on 

you, to bring the end of you. We watched and we took our time. We let you burn 

yourself, then you have no one to blame. If we do it, we become the Sepah and the 

enemies, but when you do it, it is your own stupidity and greed.  (1:22).  

 

I told you, today's teaching will be a turning point, and that turning point has come. I 

promised when it comes to feeding man, that we'll setup the order to be done. Now you 

have it. In so many ways, many of you who know and you learn and how to use this 

Cup, and the combination of it, in the right order. (It's like) when you see those men 

who can go in the freezing waters of Siberian lakes and swim with no problem, as they 

are warm, and you see those who live in the heat of the desert like nomads for centuries. 

The heat and the temperature will not be your concern. Understand the science of the 



work of your soul, and understand the fields, which it creates to keep your physicality 

warm, at the temperature which is your pleasure. Do you need heat, do you need to burn 

and destroy so much to warm the furniture, ceiling, and the walls of your home, or is it 

good enough for you, that you stay nice and cozy within the structure of your 

physicality, when you understand the position of your soul, and the operation of your 

physicality, in the dimension of the STP.  (1:24). Your energy crisis is solved. You don't 

need to cook, you don't need to, and if you understand the dimension of the totality of 

what you call, the essence of the dimension of vision of the soul, then do you need the 

lights on the street. With this Cup of Man (CM) I have elevated the STM, now play with 

it and enjoy the new freedom. But learn, many of you will loose your life, as some of 

the habits of man will come in the dimension of physicality, to play the game, in the 

dimension of the STM, and that is the time you'll loose, you'll definitely loose, the 

dimension of the physicality and the soul. Then you become that food, from the position 

of the virus, to the Gans, that it becomes food to the others, you are a free energy. Don't 

think you do everything right, and it is your right to do, because now, as we free the 

knowledge, it is your responsibility to be correct with your soul. I am a lover, but my 

love for the human race has extended to the point, that the physical dimension of it, has 

more pleasure then the soul of the man's,  (1:26). dimension of ??? loving you. Now I 

raise to the dimension of your physicality to the point, that only you will decide the 

point of its demise. Lie to me .. I take it; cheat … I take it; steal … I take it. Only one 

path is left. You give and you live through the right conduct. --  I, as the Universe, and 

you as a man. --  

 

This was the only way we could bring this mayhem of destruction and killing on this 

planet, after thousands and thousands of years, to bring the man educated to understand, 

and to destroy the structures he built, all of these, in the past, that brought the man to 

this point. From now on, this planet will become a peaceful planet. From now on there 

shall be no animosity and war. From now on, the promised heaven will be on this 

planet, as we promised. As the man will create to please the other souls, to 

accommodate the other souls to be in a better position then themselves, and this will 

bring a position of comfort and pleasure to live. If you listened to one of the recordings, 

I said, the "Day of Judgment" will come, not by time,  (1:28). but by the maturity of 

understanding, and that maturity of understanding, the time has come today. Now you 

all play on the same level field. Now you all play from the same strength of the soul. 

You cannot blame your forefathers, no Christ, no Mohammad, no Moses, and nobody 

else, because now you all are of the same, with a clean slate, with a clean sheet for your 

souls.  

 

Any questions?   

Q: .. You know the diagram you drew on the top, about Book #1, red and black dot. Can 

you make it bigger and explain it one more time, please?   

K- Nope, listen to it.  (1:30). Then you draw it and see what you understand.  

Q: The second question I have in regards the Cup..  K- This is the second no, you got 

from me in 24 hours. I never done that to a woman. ..  

Q: The 2 Cups you created, you talked about, that some souls will not feel it, because 

their soul is not committed. The second one was, "the soul is already free", am I 

correct? Yes. You decide on its freedom.  Q: .. you said some people didn't listen to you 

and they made the plates straight and not spiral, but in this case (in your drawing), you 

only made the N coated Cu as spirals, and the rest have to be straight, am I correct?   

K- You decide. ..   



 

You see, the reason I did it this way is very simple. I stayed awake all last night on how 

to teach. And I consulted with a free soul, which I have gifted to one. If you decide to 

make it a spiral (the Zn coil in Cup 1),  (1:32).  Or if you decide to make it a spiral (N 

coated Cu in center). If you decide to make this flat (Cu in Cup 1), or you decide to 

make this spiral (Cu in Cup 2, facing Zn in Cup #1) and this flat (Cu on outer side in 

Cup 2).  

 

Or if you change the position to make this spiral (adds a second Cu spiral of different 

color next to the Cu flat, that is already there, in Cup 2). and keep this the same spiral 

(adds a second Cu spiral, Cup 2), and keep this flat (adds a second Cu flat, in Cup 1). 

What do you think the condition will be?  

Q: If you make it a spiral in the physical Cup, what's going to happen is, we'll be more 

bound to the physicality.   

K- You are so hundred percent wrong.  

Q: Can you explain please.  

K- You think why you are wrong. you are matured enough you don't need me to answer 

you.  Q: Because when you make it a spiral, you create all a spectrum, that it exists.   

K- Which the STM needs to exist in the realm of the universe. You just look at the 

Earth.  

 

If you make this a spiral (adds a Cu spiral in front of the 2 flats, Cup 1), and take away 

this (now he erases the 2 Cu flats, Cup 1, and the Cu flat in Cup 2;   then all are spirals 

now), man becomes the soul of the universe, as there is no physicality, no Inertia.   

Don't test this, you'll pay heavily for it. Never test this!!  Those who test it will see the 

results of it, in a very horrible way, if you soul is not ready for it. Do not test this as 

long as you are the citizens of this planet. And do not test this, as the point, that you are 

not committed to be citizens anywhere in the universe.  

 

This gift has been given to 2 women in KF, they can exist in both dimensions. Both in 

this and the same with that (draws a flat black line behind both Cu spirals on the outer 

side of each Cup). Never try, ever, to commit yourself to this (erases both Cu flat and 

spirals from the outer sides of both Cups). Always stay within the law of the universe, 

within the dimension of physicality (draws back the Cu flats on the outer sides of both 

Cups).  This is your skull (Cu flat on outer side of Cup 1),   (1:36). and this is your 

Earth realm (Cu flat on outer side in Cup 2).  You have to keep it confined within the 

atmosphere of the planetary system you exist. This is a spiral (adds a Cu spiral in front 

of the Cu flats, on the outer side of both Cups), it is the gift to only 2 people on this 

planet, as they have to understand new dimensions.  

 

This is why we gave the right to women, through the understanding of the Mithraism 

and Judaism, and then it got lost. Because they are the creator, and in the process of 

creation, they have to just and correct. These 2 women, in time, they can pass it on, not 

to their own offspring, but to the one they choose to become their offspring, of the soul 

of theirs, when they hand over the responsibility and position.  (1:38). They will shine 

like bright stars, and in so many ways, they have a tint of the Creator. Those 2 blessed 

souls are amongst you, and you will never know them. It took me 10 years to position 

them, and they have been positioned. Between them, they'll bring change to humanity in 

correct conduct, and they'll cover the span of this universe, as the Earth is limitless to 

the souls that have the dimension of the creation, and the Creator. And I warned, if they 



do wrong they will loose their position. They are the true symbols and the true samples 

and examples for all mankind in the universe.  

 

The knowledge of man from today onwards will explode, beyond your imagination. In 

so many ways, we needed to go through this, for the whole of humanity, in one go to 

come to the point of balance. I shall return in the next few days to Iran, and I'll stay 

there until we see the full achievement of mankind to the realm of understanding of the 

totality of the knowledge of the human race.  (1:40). On my return to Iran, the 

knowledge on the universal level will be released to humanity in a very strong and 

direct way, that will eliminate all the problems of the past and the present. In the world 

of universe, there are no politics, no political parties, no leaders and no religion. The 

religion is the conduct of the man on the basis of which we brought centuries ago -- talk 

good, do good, and think good, the Three Wiseman given to Christianity, but you never 

understood. We go back to our roots.  

 

(Cup of Man  Extract to here   ) 

Proofed to here >>>  

 

 

 

Any other question.  (1:42).  

Q: .. sometimes we need to recycle the cups that we made the One Cup with, how do we 

treat the soul that we created in the One Cup?   

K- If you never empty the Cup, the soul will always stay within it. Secondly, it doesn't 

need the water for it to stay. Very soon you'll find out, that water is the media for the 

physicality of the man. Then do you want it with or without the water, or do you want to 

feed the soul that it feeds the body of the man, and the body of the man creates what it 

needs, be it the water, O, or whatever. You see, when they said to us, why don't you 

make gold, then you don't need to do anything. Now you understand why, all the money 

in the world is worth nothing, when all the shops are closed. You can't buy any cars, 

furniture, or even a pair of socks. The government has allowed only 2 things, what they 

can feed you, so you don't riot and get rid of them, and what cannot kill you, that you 

don't fill up the hospitals.  (1:44). That's why they leave the drugstores, or chemists, 

pharmacists, or food stores open. They are thinking of themselves, but on the other hand 

they have no choice, because they are on the same position as you are. So do you want 

to fill it up with the water of life of the soul, or would you like to fill it up with the water 

life of the physicality of the man on this planet? When you go to space there is no water, 

what are you going to fill it up with? There is a lot more for me to teach you. Be happy 

with what you know up to now that in the future you'll understand more. Ask yourself a 

simple question, where are you going to find the Cu in the depth of the U, in the balance 

level of the fields of the environment is in the Cu level, and cannot, it will be as an 

energy? Then it goes to understanding, the true understanding of what you understand, 

with the operation of the STM. Rick would you like to play the same tape of the Cups of 

Life, while you are watching this, remember one thing,  (1:46). would you like to 

change the Cup of soul of yours, with somebody else's across this planet. Would you 

trust them with your soul, to give your soul to them. Because this question will come to 

you when you become the passengers of the Universal Systems, traveling the physical 

dimensions in the spans of this universe. As I told you in the teachings years ago, would 

you trust the captain, now you give your life to, to fly you. From now own on you give 

your soul to, to take you to the destination. Let's see what mankind does, or would you 



give your physicality, as you always did when you became a lover. It's the first time 

man has a gift to give his soul. Are you that confident, that your soul has done no harm, 

that when it comes in touch with another physicality, will guarantee its survival, and not 

harm another. Let's see how many of you will take that step. I mature you in one 

session, more then is done in millions of years by humanity. We close the books of all 

religions as of today.  (1:48). as from now on we have one religion, and that is to serve 

the others, and stay to the ethos of "sadosh" (talk good, think good, do good), you'll 

survive the span of the U and you'll enjoy every second of it, while you exist in it, as 

long as you decide. From today onwards, you decide the point of departure, and the 

shape of presentation, and manifestation, and intelligence according to the position that 

you decide, how intelligent and how you shall be called. As I explained in the very 

recent past hours, you decide to be in Spain for 30 years, your clothes has been there, 

and you learned everything to be Spanish. You move and you start as a child in Brazil, 

and understand how do the Portuguese think, maybe for 50, 60 or 100 years, and change 

the frock and become an African. If you understood the work of these Cups, as I 

explained today, the physicality of the man will change dimension, but the STM will 

never die, until the point he decides to become a passenger of the U, or give to the 

others as he has had the time of pleasure of existence.    I am the Creator.   Then I 

decide what to create with what I have, with what I give. and how we'll create,  (1:50). 

beautiful pasture for the rest of the souls the Creator.  

 

Please play the video of One Cup made around the world by flags.  

K- (speaks in background but hard to hear )?? would you make those who suffer …or 

those who we allow … These are all, Cup of souls, and you use it to save your soul. Are 

you ready to give it away,  to which nationality to which ??   (1:52).  .. Have you 

created it with a pure soul, with clear soul, that when you receive by the other, it doesn't 

become a virus to its physicality … 

(1:54).  

(1:56). (1:58). END of video.  

 

We have seen no flags of Vatican, and we shall see no flags of Vatican with these Cups, 

because we have terminated the terms of Christianity. The Saudis appear of the nation, 

the same as the Iranians, and in that sense the terms have terminated.  (2:00). Just think, 

how many Cups you should make, you would like to make, and when you make these 

Cups, do you remember what I said to you from day 1, pray for your systems, give from 

your soul. Now you understand the Cup you have made, has made a soul of itself. Let's 

see if you become the virus to it. or you become the feeder to it, when you gift it to 

another.   

Any other question.  

Q: Do we combine the Gans together and then drink the waters after washing, or what is 

the ratio of the waters, that we should mix from (the CuO), or the Cup of Man for 

correct feeding. (not CuO, rather it was Cup of Man).   So the question is what is the 

ratio of the waters we should mix from the Cup of Man for correct feeding?  (2:02). R- 

or is that misunderstood, perhaps.  

K- I said, would you to be black/blue eyes, and half green face, and be partly Martian 

and the other part to be from wherever. These questions should not be asked, it means 

you have not understood. It means you're still physical.   

Q: Can I ask a question?  K- Anybody can ask a question, it depends if Rick wants to 

answer or not. Carry on.  



Q; You have given the beauty to 2 women, to the feminine, is the masculine, the male, 

not ready?  K- (silence) I will let you think a little bit about what you asked,  (2:04). 

then repeat yourself, and see what you think yourself, about what you asked. Q: I think 

the male has been in position where they have been dominant .. K- Thinking they were 

dominant. Q: Thinking they were dominant, yeah.  K- They have never been 

(dominant). Q: So we are not ready?  K- It's not… you look at it again from the physical 

dimension. From the soul dimension, you still need of the two, to be slightly different, 

that the interaction of the two creates the soul of the U. Two balanced things do not 

have anything to give, nothing to share. A slight difference in each allows interaction, 

and that interaction leads to creation of you. Now which one of the two do you want to 

call the female, or which one the male. And or which part of the emotion, that the other 

one doesn't have will be needed by the other, which triggers the interaction of the 

balance ?? We created the "Mother of the Universe" in these two souls. Soon you will 

understand.  (2:06). There was a need to breath or give a fresh breath of life to the whole 

of the U, not just to the planet. And we choose the Earth. You will see the pattern 

change in the universal, and many Cosmologists will tell you the change in the structure 

of the compass, in the coming time. The whole U needed restructuring, from the 

beginning, and this brought it. As I said, from the beginning time when we (started) 

talking, I said when we teach and we do, it is not just for the humans, it's for the whole 

of the U. Everyone in the U has been waiting for that change, for it to bring balance and 

peace in every order. The name of the two will never be released, and no man will ever 

know. But the 2 know each other, clearly. It was a gift we have and we ??  The 

teachings of today will be written for thousands of years across the U,  (2:08). ?? not for 

mankind. It's not anymore coming down from the mountain with what, "I want to 

deliver." It came from the U, I gave the two. At the same time for all, not just destroying 

what was not suited.  

Any other question?  

Q: How do you "do good, talk good, and act good," when being attacked by religions 

itself?  K- They don't exist anymore, what is your ?? Listen to what I said, in the Farsi 

teaching in a very direct way and in other teachings, no religious leader will accept the 

new change, because if they do it is the end of their own abuse, and termination of their 

term.  (2:10). So they all have to fight it, and deny it, but this time we take the souls 

away from them. You have seen, how so easily, within 2 weeks we shut all the 

Churches. And do you think that people will forget. in a way, I lost my son, I could not 

even bring him to the Church to get a blessing to bury, or my father to the Mosque. 

They are all shut, the house of what they call, the God, or what I call, the temples of 

statue-less abuse. We can trust those who are there in the time of need, and don't run 

away, .. closed the doors on humanity in the time of need, ?? statue. Do you remember 

people used to flock to the church, and they used to closed the doors of the Church and 

Mosque, and they were safe. But this time they run away out of it, because if you try to 

?? in there, if you got a virus in one, the whole lot are dead. You don't even trust your 

own soul. But you don't need to walk into a problem, stay away from it,  (2:12). don't 

bring it home. The religious leaders will object to everything (we do), but ask one 

question, where were you, when the Corona came? I said in a couple of teachings, 

across from where I stand now, I am looking at it now, there is a very big church, with a 

big cross on it, and it used to be lit every night and day. Strange enough it used to make 

noise every quarter of an hour. The cross is about 20 or 30 meters high. … and it used to 

be lit, the past 2 weeks it has not been lit. The god is gone and he has taken his light 

with him. In a way, they don't call so often, because what do they call, because the 

doors are closed, .. I think they realized that, they are not there to give, so we had better 



go.  (2:14). When we moved into this place, I had a huge problem with Caroline, she 

said, I don't want to live near a church, every half an hour and hour, there is a noise. 

Now she got her wish, the church shuts itself because there is no one to go. It still 

makes a few bits and bumps, but the every 15 minutes ritual is gone. Why do I call you 

to meet when I am shutting all the doors. You'll find out the same will be with 

militaries, they will shut down, because as I said, it's like what can you do, the soldiers 

are not prepared to go out. In China, if they didn't go out to kill people who came out (of 

their houses), it was very straight forward. You follow the orders and you shoot those 

who come out to infect the others. It got to the point that some soldiers thought for them 

to be shot, then shooting others. What we said in Wuhan city, now there are hundreds of 

recordings of it. When they opened the city, and the apartments and houses that they 

locked, how many do we see dead. The whole family, and don't forget as I said before, a 

Chinese family nowadays is only 3, and they took the whole family.  (2:16). There is no 

sign of the culture, centuries of knowledge, which was gathered and to be handed down 

from father to son. The leaders wiped out the  ?? … the beauty of it is. ??? The leaders 

of the world abandoned their citizens, and so did the religious leaders. They all 

abandoned everyone. The German Chancellor is house locked. By international law, 

when the leader is incapable to do his duty and be available to his nation, he has to step 

down, The problem is, we can't run elections when the leaders dies. We can't run 

election to choose the leader, because we can't go anywhere to even to campaign, unless 

you do it on the Internet, and then vote ?? that's everything they done to us before. So as 

you see the humanity is running itself into the ground with all the laws and systems 

made. China will lie to its citizens, and they thought it is gone. Now we are going to 

loose many Chinese with the new virus. The new version, mutation of Corona, and they 

will not report it. As I said before, the only way you will know the real number,  (2:18). 

of people who have died through Corona, is when, and if, and how the election comes, 

and then you count the number of people who are eligible to vote. Then you'll see, 

because you can check the votes. They can't put the dead people on. They did that in 

Iran a couple of elections, to cheat, and they have done that in America. But you'll 

understand the true figure of how many were lost to Corona. Watch on the 7 digits from 

the end Watch the last 7 digits. In, let's say, 10 or 15 years, if the mankind doesn't 

mature to be able to create children of the soul, and still carries on with creation of 

children of physicality, we will see the figures will go to about 10 to 15 billion, may be 

more. Mankind now has a choice to create children of soul, or children of physicality. 

There are very few races that have that opportunity. But don't forget, there is a lot to 

learn before you mature to that point. (2:20). 

Any other questions? 

 

 As I said before, you thought you have been shocked by the teachings of the KF in the 

past 15 years. I think you'll have your biggest shock .. and at the same time you'll have 

your biggest education.  

 

Mrs. Mohammadi (MM) asks question in Persian? Yes MM, the savior of the Iranian 

nation from the Coronavirus.   What she is asking… MM is a master in English, don't 

take it, she knows what she is talking about.  (2:22). She understands, in so many ways, 

she says, when we are in love with the Creator, and we feel the Creator is in pain, what 

can we do to release Him from His pain? This is part of the process of the creation. We 

suffer with our children and then we enjoy their achievements, that is all that it is. This 

is the natural process in the U. Not much can be done. As we say in Farsi … be good 

children that is all the parents expect. ..  (2:24). MM literally works around the clock. 



She has gathered all the Iranian team, and we haven't found out when she sleep, yet, or 

if she doesn't go, and how she gets to be involved in everything. A lot of people don't 

like it. But she has managed to change the course of 1,400 years of Iranian culture. As I 

said before, in Iranian culture, women are supposed to be around the house, and she has 

become the woman who is running Iran at the moment. She is doing more than the 

Ministry of Health, she is saving more lives then anybody has done in Iran with her 

team, and if I tell you what she has been up to in the past 24 hours. It will shock you. 

MM how many breathing systems have you made to be delivered to the hospital today, 

in the past 24 hours, yourself and your team. She literally sits with a team that makes a 

150 breathing systems, as the KF has now been given a hospital with full supervision of 

the Iranian government, to see how we changed the position of the hospital without 

them, we deliver the breathing systems,  (2:26). and the Cups, syringes. When I sent her 

the message, she sent back, ha, ha, this is no problem it will be ready, don't worry about 

it. I thought, oh, somebody is doing it, then I found out, that she is actually with the 

whole team up all night to make sure all of it is ready. Interestingly enough, they have 

achieved a lot. Everyday the Iranian team delivers, even when they found out what has 

to be done, they don't tell us. They just make Cups, and give Cups. Thousands and 

thousands of Iranians are receiving Cups to save their lives, freely from, the man off the 

street. I have an emergency case 2 or 3 nights ago, at 5 AM. Five families got hit, all, 

the grandmother, the children, the grandchildren and all the uncles. It was literally one 

generation of the whole thing. One of the boys was isolated and the wife was already 

infected. I called and said, what time is it, MM, about 2 AM, European time 4:30 AM, I 

said to her, I need 5 Cups to be reached, I received a request, and I want some Gans 

water until they can make it themselves. And immediately, it was delivered by courier, 

and the funny thing is, that as the help came from outside Iran, the numbers were back 

to front, they managed to understand that it was translation conversion, and they 

delivered.  (2:28). We found out the man, the husband with 2 children was isolated in 

the back room. The doctors said they could not do anything for him, he was fully 

infected and the chest was already calcified. A child of 5 and a half, a young wife of 

about 28, and he was waiting to die because they could see no solution. All the brothers 

and uncles living with them above on the next floor, were all infected. The minute the 

Cup got there, within seconds, I didn't need to call, it's just there, and I called, "how did 

you know?" I said, I don't need to know, I live within your soul, I feel your pain. He 

said, it's here, I haven't even opened the package, we just ran ?? above. I spent maybe 2 

hours with the family. I said, we'll isolate the first one, and let's see how we can save the 

life. I said, what to do with him, until lunch time, or dinner time, when he can go 

through it. He said, I can breath now. I don't know what is in this water, but I can 

breath. I said, to him, I want to ask you one question, I said, if you have been in this 

condition for nearly 10 days, and they isolated you until you die, breath there is nothing 

they can do, until they run out of breath, and oxygen, then they take them to the hospital 

for the last day or 2. They give them oxygen until they die. That is all they can do.  

(2:30). He said, my coughing has stopped, my temperature is gone, now I can breath, 

and that's good, I can speak out again, I can hold my children. He was so happy. If you 

are an Iranian father, you know how precious your children are to you. It can't be 

explained, it is something in the Iranian culture. They are your life, and when you don't 

touch them, you loose life. I said, I want to ask you something, have felt any pain, 

anywhere else then your coughing. He said, I have a pain. I said, have you had any pain 

in your testicles? He said, for the past week, but I didn't want to say, I thought it was 

impolite. I said, you got ?? white all the way through. I got up to make Cup #2, 

immediately, it was made within a couple of hours, I taught them how to speed it up, 



and we wrapped him for 3 hours and then 6 hours in Cup of Life 2. When I called back, 

he said, you know something, it is the first time in nearly 10 days that I have no pain in 

my kidneys. I said, what do you mean? He said, my kidneys were killing me, and now I 

have no more pain. I live without the pain. We went through the whole process, then I 

said, we want to understand what is happening in the whole family, because we isolated 

you. Now we know you are on the path (of recovery). They sprayed the wife, and they 

gave the water from CL #1 to the whole family and they sprayed.  (2:32). The wife said, 

I have a pain in my chest, and my right ear and head, it's burning, and we knew, that the 

family would have lost the father and the mother. We started the process and hopefully 

by today .. One fast movement by MM working months before, making things ready, 

they have 1 to 200 Cups ready that they can go out with, but they never know, they 

made the breathing systems, they just give the Cups, but when people have a problem 

with breathing they send a breathing system with it. We have saved a family, most 

probably 2 children if they survive the Corona, instead of memories of the mother and 

father, where now they have the actual father and mother and grandmother. This is the 

difference, and this is where humanity comes in. If you see, from where I sit, many 

times, I sit there, this is what I do, as a backup team, I pickup a few here and there, 

when I see. Even the doctors are struggling, or they don't go into the main Chat Room. 

They send me a private message, and they get picked up. I do what is possible, what 

they are doing. We have saved many lives in Iran in the past 2 weeks, and thanks to 

MM. We just advise, she delivers everything. We had an opportunity in one hospital, 

which came through one of the key members of the KF,  (2:34). and we took it up. The 

doctor, he has tried the Gans on an old lady, and the oxygen in the blood went up, and 

he said, I want to use it, I can't so anything else. When I spoke to him, he said, you 

know Mr. Keshe, I am a doctor to help, the only thing is, they can take my license away, 

at least I save a life. I want to do it. That doctor and hospital now has become the center 

for the Iranian nation for ?? Corona. We are all in it. It is totally blocked, but the KF can 

deliver, we are allowed to go in, and now we can see what happens. We have cases 

improving, the government sees the work, they are monitoring it. The work of MM and 

the diligence of the KS in Iran trying to help, has paid off to save a lot of lives. Because 

these 120 people in this hospital, it was very strange, when I spoke with the doctor the 

very first time, he said, all my beds are full with Corona, I have no room, and we have 

100 people outside, because we can't allow them in. We send them home, they can keep 

themselves in the house. When they started it, we gave them the procedure to do it. We 

have videos of it. Yesterday, I noticed that there where 3 or 4 beds empty, it means they 

have discharged all of the patients. Now they are calling the outpatients, the ones who 

are dying at home more or less, they call them in,  (2:36). and give them part of the 

Gans that we gave to them. Now they call them in and give them the CL and everything 

they need to the whole family. Now we are not just saving one man, we are saving the 

whole family. This is how the registry of Corona will be written in Iran. ?? We have 2, 

actually 3 women who are serving relentlessly. Now the Sepah, and Iran's central 

government, and the office of the Ayatollah, the Military, the Health Ministry, are 

focusing to see what is the result, because now they are controlling everything, and in 

this environment in the next few days, and if successful, now it will become a success 

city of defeating Corona, up to ??  This is how we'll respond, the whole of the KF 

doctors, the support team fought this way, relentlessly. People start coming into the 

Chat recently, they send messages to all the support team. All of you need to setup this 

up (in your countries). Unfortunately, the Iranians don't speak French, German, Spanish, 

Pilipino, of South African. You have to set this up the way we Iranians have done, or as 

suggested to the Iranian government, we set up the Sepah, and we deliver full T,  (2:38). 



into the hands of the (nations). As I said, you put sanctions on us, and we give you our 

love and care. We never closed our doors, it is not the tradition with the Iranians. We 

are very hospitable people. We love and worship our guests. Now as I said before, as 

the world and you are our guest, ?? In so many ways, we'll deliver the solution, and with 

the solution we'll find a new way of living, at least for the Iranian nation. Then it 

depends, on how the ?? others will follow.  

Any other question?  

MM speaks with K in Farsi . 

(2:40). 

(2:42). 

 

.. We are talking about the culture of Iran. In Iran because the KF team is so successful 

in delivering, the Israelis, British, and Americans have now started the game, that the 

KF is only looking after the people in Tehran and Farsi speaking. This is the way it is, 

because we opened the hand of the people who created division, in the Iranian talk on 

Monday, and now they see that we have become so successful, that they have started the 

rumors in Iran that the KF,  (2:44). doesn't help the Arabs, Kurds, and the rest. The 

worst thing to this, actually is, with the request of the KF Arab speaking UC member, 

she has for every nation, Arab speaking, and Arabs, and the Iraqis in Iraq, requested that 

a Kurdish language KF Corona team be established. We are supporting in every 

language. We are requesting the KS ?? to do. So these people, now seeing the success of 

the (KF), actually seeing and exposed the way. Now they have come up with a tactic to 

create a division. This is very typical in Iran, they start the rumors that these are Bahai's, 

or supporters of this and that, when they see success, because they get paid for it. So 

now, I told the KS in Iran, to ask them to show us your bank account in Tel Aviv, 

Washington, and London. Because you have to understand, we are controlling the 

number of people who are (from getting) ill. We don't even need to give them, they are 

making the Cups themselves. It is amazing how many women are doing it in Iran. 

Because you have to understand the reason, in a way, because in the Iranian present 

position, due to the defense of the territory of Iran, every Iranian male has to go to the 

military to defend the territory. I wish this will come off. During the Shah's regime we 

were safeguarded ?? and spending on developing and educating people, but now they 

have to stay in the Army for ?? to protect the border.  (2:46).  

 

The other side of the world, they brought the border to our border and say, they (we) are 

trying to fight, but it is very interesting, there is the map of Iran, and there are so many 

American bases around it, and they say that Iran has come to fight. You come 20,000 

kilometers to put bases (around Iran), then who is wanting to fight. These people, now 

that they have seen the success, are trying to split the KF, that they are only looking 

after the Farsi speaking this and that, which is just another way. Like the guy who went 

to the UN and said, "get rid of Israel and the rest of it," when in fact, he went and 

collected his check from the Israelis, for his bank account. Nobody betrayed Iran as 

much as Ahmadinnejad. Now we exposed him in the talks in the last few days in Iran. 

And now again the Israelis coming into operation to now directly attack the KF for the 

help we are giving to the nation. In the process of the laymen going to be under arms, 

the ?? in Iran has had the opportunity to educate women, because they can't bare arms, 

or go in the military. So men train in (the army) and woman go to university. So 70% of 

the educated and graduated doctors in Iran are females. They are all engineers, and now 

we see it, in the Chats. All the people who are making the Cups, it is shocking, when 

you speak to them, ?? they say I made the Cup. We are used to the men asking how to 



connect the Cups, the Europeans, Chinese, but the Iranian women all being educated as 

engineers and technicians, they are making it themselves ?? everybody else.  (2:48). 

And it is gorgeous when you talk to them, they know everything scientifically what they 

are doing, and they just ask, 'can I do this or that'. It's a pleasure to work with them.  

 

Now they have come to split the KF. When some organizations try to split (you up), it 

means you have become powerful. You have made a wave, you have created a 

condition. As MM was telling us, they have started these rumors that we are not helping 

the Kurds and Arabs. We are all Iranians within this planet and just within the territory 

of Iran. As I said, recently we received a call from an Iranian family in US, and 

immediately we responded. We are receiving calls from Iranians in Europe and 

immediately we respond. they come to the Iranian Chat. Some of them don't even read 

Farsi, they were taught by their grandma, in broken Farsi alphabet, and you have to 

guess what they say. I have had 2 or 3 of them and I try to read to them, but hey say, I 

don't write Farsi. Because the carry a Farsi name they are Iranians, it doesn't matter 

where they are we cover them, Canada England, US. You will see this, that what comes 

up in the next 2 or 3 days. Hopefully, the Iranian ?? officials will release the KF 

technology as one of the alternative, not the only one, then when we reach the world, 

we'll solve these problems for your governments.  

 

Because, once the Iranian officials announce that they have achieved this,  (2:50). to go 

through this condition (of Coronavirus), then the rest of the world will be informed and 

it will spread rapidly. We have done so much, MM and the Iranian team have done so 

much, now the Iranian government is to do "Due Diligence", in the next 5 days, most 

probably 7 days. They are doing the "due diligence", on all the cases that we have 

submitted. Mrs. Mohammadi and the team, I think since last night they haven't slept, 

because they are making the Cups and everything else. We are putting all the files, we 

are asking all the Iranians who used it to send us their information to give to the 

government. We are putting 30 to 40,000 cases, whatever we can, sending them to the 

government. We already have the hospital. We are doing all the groundwork for you 

across the world. We will bring the technology out. There is no alternative. And the 

Iranian office of his Eminence Ayatollah K, the Iranian leadership, and the Sepah, and 

the heads of the forces. Now at the moment, as of yesterday, we have gone through 

what we call, "Due Diligence." They want to see case by case what it is, and they'll call 

every single one to confirm it. Once the due diligence is done, the Iranian government 

will announce, and then I will return to Iran, and then we'll give it to the rest of the 

world.  

 

The European nations are in turmoil, so are Africans, and leadership needs to be taken. 

The Chinese have stepped down because it became an embarrassment to them to say, 

that they stole the T, but the Chinese will back Iran, and Iran will lead the Corona fight 

across the world.  (2:52). We'll take it to the next step. The Corona will be for us, as I 

said, the way to enter into deep space travel, and opening of the new dimension in the 

new science and T, because there is no need for war. We can't put 30 to 50 million elite 

educated scientists around the world, who have been designers of arms and 

sophisticated communication systems, on the street. We give them a job, that is, to take 

man into space. Change the direction, and then we see rapid development. Space and 

spaceship development in the next 12 months, if we go through this phase of due 

diligence with the Iranian government, in the next 3 days. The Iranian government has 

given the scientists and military until next Friday, to clarify the position, and especially 



in regards the KF T. We need to know. By next Friday, or maybe sooner. If the wish 

doesn't go accordingly, due to the pull of the governments outside of Iran, which we 

think, some of the leaders have already opened an American bank account. In the 

interests of the Iranian nation, we will go national and then international. Then all these 

budgets of warfare, will be used for peace. And all these scientists, can you imagine, all 

these guys, who come up with all these rockets and now we tell them to measure the 

fields of such and such a planet, and how we can there, and this and that. We have all 

the systems, it has just been used for the wrong purpose, and with this, the end of the 

wars, as we said, we'll change it to the right way.  (2:54). Then we'll see, in the next 7 

days, the decision by the Iranians Central Office of the decision of Ayatollah K, will 

change the course of humanity. You will see it. You have no answer in Italy, Germany 

or US. The only answer you found in America was to buy guns. I wonder how many of 

you will melt them? I wonder how many of us will destroy our war museums, because 

we don't our children and grandchildren to see what we have done to ourselves. And the 

war museums were the place we took them to look at that, the submarines, and the B-

52. Would we close the war museums, which is the shameful part of the life of the man. 

I think it is not very far. Just let us go through the Due Diligence by the Iranian forces, 

and government, and then we'll see. Unless we get blocked due to certain positions, we 

know we already have seen it, and MM has told us that the Israelis have come into Iran 

and are spreading these rumors, with American bank accounts, and it comes from 2 

offices, because you have to understand, these people have to answer, why a nation 

which is so loving, so caring, a nation who brought the Jews and Christians to Iran and 

gave them a city of their own, has to be the nation which Ahmadinnejad is going to 

destroy the nation we built for them. It doesn't fit into the mentality of the Iranians,  

(2:56). unless you have been paid to do so. If you remember, I said, Ahmadinnejad used 

to come on the podium of the UN, all the members of the UN used to walk out, because 

it was agreed, that this was a rehearsal program. Well rehearsed, I come and you go. 

The bank account check should be on the table when I come out. Because the Arabs and 

the Palestinians, some suffered, and the leaders in other nations bought arms. The 

commission collected, was the arms sold to them. That's why they were paid. Some 

people go and sell arms, and some people incite wars and get paid for it, and ?? It's very 

clear. Now you understand how you were made to hate the Iranians, because they were 

paid to ?? Iranians ?? to do so, and the Americans. Now we open a new history.  

 

Q: .. When you talk about making the 2 Cups we should not make the 2 last (end) ones 

spiral because if we … K- No, no I did not say anything. You make it yourself. This is .. 

Q: No you said, don't do it because if your soul is not ready…?  K- That is your 

decision, not mine. Q: Okay I want to know… that's not my question, …  K- I am not 

going to answer and I told the team, what whole of you, never answer anybody of you,  

(2:58). ask a question about a spiral, flat, whatever, and whenever. From now on it 

depends on you.  

 

Q:..  my question is not about this, can I explain?  K- Yes. Q: when you talk about this. I 

was told to go to India for a program, and before I go I was told I have to practice 

certain sadhana (spiritual practices), I have to do it for 3 hours a day in the morning and 

1 hour in the evening. Twice I was on 2 months with no meat or dairy, they said if you 

don't ?? contaminate your body it's a bad program, you actually can destroy your 

physicality and your soul can get damaged. It seems your body has to be ready, 

physically aligned, and your soul has to be aligned, that when you take that, whatever 

you make, so that you can elevate. If you are not you can damage?  K- It's not damaged, 



it's ?? can you reach the maturity of your soul. That's what it means, it's no damage, it 

means, by doing so, would you reach, would you allow your soul to reach your 

maturity. It's not penalty, those times are gone. You have to decide, are you ready, or 

would your soul be able to accept the cycle. Q: Thank you, I got it. K- ?? to explain 

things to Alzar. Iranian women are not easy to easy to satisfy with the knowledge, but 

once they understand, they run with it.  (3:00).  

 

Any other question? 

Q:  

 

 

 

 

muscle tissue mutation 

 

K- Where are you from and where do you live? I am from Iran but I live in Cyprus. Oh 

the beautiful island  

speak in Farsi .. 

(3:10) 

(3:12) 

(3:14) 

info @keshefoundatoin 

(3:16). K- I'll just briefly to tell you what has happened.  

 

(3:18).  

Any other question  

Q: Meridith Iran .. (she is locked down in Paris) … 

.. You said that in the U there were some travelers, which came and   (3:20). made ?? 

hurt the race of people of the Earth, that the need of these people, that aid is coming for 

us. I wanted to know is that ?? quantity of time that they said this should happen on the 

Earth, or the quality of ?? that make the time being sooner or later…  K- I think that 

time has arrived. Q: How about the people who came and told about the suffering of 

people ?? prophets or scientists?  K- We, as Rick read the paper about the station of 

scientists. The problem with the man is, he has 2 weaknesses. One is the physical 

weakness, and one is psychological weakness. The physical weakness leads to his 

demise, and psychological or emotional weakness leads him to any path of belief, to 

support, to confirm that he exists. We call it, religion. Once man becomes strong in 

understanding the process of the 2 is the same, man will become strong enough to be 

able to live across the U. Up to now there was no way,  we could separate man from the 

problems of his birthplace,  (3:22).  

 

(3:26). 

 

(3:30). 

 

(3:34). 

 

.. We received a threat from Mr. Gates in a very direct way, we have the recording. That 

we are going to report you to Mr. Gates, we're going to shut you down. We are going to 

stop all your activities in the country. Why, and organization like KF, who is there to 



do. Because Gates has paid everybody, he has paid all the bosses. And he is a senor 

banker. We'll release his name and details, and then you'll understand. Gates is making 

threats to everyone, because he is positioning himself to become a world leader. When 

we tell you things, it is not just to talk.  

 

(3:36). 

… Stephanie do you want to talk. How are you feeling now? S- I am feeling much 

better. K- Do you still carry the pain? S- …  

(3:38).  

 

(3:40).  

 

S- I have a friend she is a nurse in hospital, they have a lot of deaths ..  

 

.. The funny thing is the German law now,  (3:42). not more than 2 people can be 

together at a time. What happens when you want to go see the uncle, do you leave the 

children at home?  

 

(3:44).  

S- They can't keep up with the burning of the body. 

.. I think at the soul level people are getting together,  ..  K- I think this unity will,  

(3:46). come internationally. .. Because the Chinese created a false sense of security and 

it is going to bite them very heavily. They are trying to show it. But in the west we can't 

hide it. I think in Europe they're saying 10% of the total. I think in Iran the officials are 

saying 1.3 million Iranians will die. …   they estimate 800,000 to 1.3 million. We are 

working with some European nations that we are successful, and we'll carry on the same 

collaboration with Iran through. Then we'll take to Germany and France, Italy and the 

rest of it. Q: Caroline I have a question. … (3:48). There are so many people getting 

demised, so called cleared … but that is a false image isn't it. K- Cleared by whom, 

what?  Q: Cleared from the hospitals that they have no more symptoms. K- They did 

that in China. .. But in Iran when they go home they do so with a bottle of Gans and a 

Cup of Life. This is the beauty now we started in this trial in Iran. Because now you 

know that they'll never come back. Q: But my point is that the people who are getting 

cleared  …  

 

.. There is a very tricky point with this virus .. 

you give it back to me in a worse way.  (3:50). This is how the virus is mutating  … 

 

You have to support the body with high energy .. not sugar .. 

it goes the whole neural system .. 

(3:52).   

.. This virus is taking its toll  

.. fry the date and add egg to it. That is one of the most 

 

(3:54).  

. When you take the CuO, you should not taste the salt, if you taste it, it irritates the 

throat and you keep on coughing. It's just to be one or two drops inside (this is for 

protocol and you add salt to the water only 1 or 2 drops), that you don't taste the salt. If 

you haven't washed your Gans's thoroughly, that it has some salt in it, don't touch it, the 

water has to be sweet. You put in, it has to be the water you drink. Then you'll find 



many of you, because these Gans's are very strong, very strong, energy wise, you'll feel 

the irritation in your throat, or in your lungs. Take cooling foods. In Iran we have 

certain flower seeds they use. The Chinese do the same. You need something cooling to 

reduce the pressure, and you'll see the whole thing gone, the coughing gone and 

everything else goes. But you can't stop the process until the pains are gone, then you 

follow the process for a few hours afterwards. Then you step down to once or twice a 

day, and you keep on testing yourself. We see the Corona now, something like 4 to 5 

weeks ahead of what you see, and the press covers, and the government covers,  (3:56).   

 

(3:58).  

 

 

(4:04).  about vaccines… 

 

about history of flying car and etc.. 

 

(4:12).  

radiation  

 

(4:18).  

 

Try to take as much Gans water as you can in small sips, so you body can absorb 

(4:20).  

 

Any other question. Let's call it a day. Thank you very much for today. Please if you 

have had experiences with Corona record it and give to Iranians …  

 

(4:22). .. Q: I have known the T for the past 4 years, and started using it with my son 

with hyperactivity. …  

 

.. My question is,  (4:24). you have said not to use dynamic reactors. …. 

 

.. In the next step, if we do not see the changes  

(4:26).  

 

.. Follow to the rules of the law. .. I hope we have a better news for next week. If we get 

approval we'll have an emergency meeting .. 

(4:28).  

Video of Cups and KF Flag .. 

 

END 

 


